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THE LATEST ON UNITED PIPING INC. ACTIVITIES

New President Mel Olson leads the first of many
company Town Hall meetings.
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Town Hall Kickoff
February 7 marked the first time Mel Olson,
President of UPI, held a Town Hall meeting
in the Duluth office Warehouse. Over 40
employees attended from the Fab Shop,
Maintenance Shop, Warehouse, and office. A
few people joined over Skype and conference
call-in options.
Everyone was invited to send in their questions
ahead of time with no need to disclose their
names. The goal was to let employees ask
any and all questions without holding back.
After Mel addressed all sent-in questions he
proceeded to answer questions from those
who were in attendance. The subjects ranged
from plans to expand UPI work in the Chicago
and Mount Pleasant regions, to why we are
not pursuing piping work outside of the oil and
gas industry, to maintaining relationships with
clients and Mel’s role as a leader. No topic was
untouched — even who the best UPI cribbage

player is.
This was yet another step that UPI has
taken in staying true to its Values, Mission,
and Vision. “We demand open and honest
communication from everyone” is one of the
Mission statements, and this event proved that
those are not just words on a pretty poster;
they’re words we live by. UPI leadership is
willing to listen and will keep creating safe
opportunities for people to voice their thoughts
and questions without fear.
A Town Hall with Mel will take place every
month and will be
available for remote
participation.
See page 9 for
Please send in
the next Town Hall
your questions to
and other important
Meerim.Miland@
dates.
unitedpiping.us at
any time.

MEL’S MESSAGE

SAFETY CORNER
By Mike Villa

“We have integrity. We treat people with respect. We care about those we
work with and their families …”
The last few months have certainly been
memorable on a number of different fronts.
Our last newsletter was dedicated to Bob’s big
announcement. I truly can’t say enough about
what a pleasure it has been to work under
Bob’s leadership and call him a friend. It is a
great honor to be trusted in this new role and a
responsibility I take seriously!
Organizational Changes
In conjunction with the change in the President
role, Josh Purrenhage and Cass Christiansen
moved into Vice President roles. Josh
transitioned to the Vice President – Operations
and will oversee UPI’s core operations and
projects run out of the headquarters location in
Duluth, MN. Cass is the Vice President – Great
Lakes Region and will oversee operations and
projects run out of our Chicago Region office,
Mount Pleasant, MI office, Cathodic Division,
as well as any new growth opportunities
whether that be a new service line or new
geographic area. I feel privileged to work with
both of these professionals and my confidence
is high in their leadership as we look forward to
continued growth and success.

Each Town Hall with Mel is
recorded. Please, email Meerim
Miland at meerim.miland@
unitedpiping.us to request a link
to the video.
If you have questions for Mel or
would like him to address certain
matters during the next Town
Hall, you can submit them to your
Foreman/Superintendent/Project
Manager or email Meerim Miland at
the provided address.

Additionally, Meerim Miland has accepted a
promotion as Executive Assistant. Meerim will
be a shared resource between Cass, Josh, and
myself with the primary goal to help the three
of us stay efficient and organized with our
schedules.
Operations Update
We have a number of projects and crews
currently working. The Pole Line project at the
Superior Terminal is cruising right along. The
EFRD project in Illinois is in full swing. We
still have a couple of crews active on BP work
and expect that crew count to ramp back up in
the next month or so. Clay’s Cathodic Division
is killing it and working on what I can call a
tremendous amount of work for 2017.

We will have an expanded headquarters soon!
Over the next month or so, we will be finalizing
an agreement to move our warehouse and
maintenance operations to the old Rockwell
building across from our main office on Venture
Avenue.
Bidding Opportunities
We have made progress on the Enbridge
Facilities PCA that covers the mid-continent
region and we look forward to the potential
opportunities that will provide. We have
had some discussions with Spectra (Nexus)
regarding some of the proposals we submitted
recently and are hopeful they may lead to
further discussions. Various BP, Buckeye,
Wolverine, and TCPL opportunities have
also been coming in. More to come on them
in the future. These are all exciting new
opportunities!
Safety
We had a recordable injury (hand injury) very
early in the year. Safety has and always will be
the only thing. We can and have to do better.
Always be aware of your surroundings. Look
after your brothers and sisters out there. Care!
Values
Lastly, don’t forget our commitment to our
values and our value-driven culture. We have
integrity. We treat people with respect. We
care about those we work with and their
families, our contractor and client teammates,
and those that live in the communities across
the country that we work in. BE this everyday!
Seriously, thank you for all you do!

We look forward to continued work under the
Enbridge Dig PCA which will hopefully ramp up
after road restrictions are complete this spring.
Recent Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) rulings on the Energy Transfer Rover
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project and Williams Partners Atlantic Sunrise
project puts these very large projects in play
for construction for 2017. We remain cautiously
optimistic that other oil and gas pipeline
projects will continue to be on the upswing in
this new political environment.

Mel Olson
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Annual Safety Day

Situational Awareness Training for Duluth Office

This year we held two Annual Safety
Days – one in Morris, IL and one in Duluth,
MN. Both days went well, over 250
employees attended in all. The Safety Day
in Morris was held in December in order to
accommodate a busy start to the year for
our crews working for BP. Duluth’s Safety
Day was held in early January. Guest
speakers in Duluth included Sgt. Mark
Baker, Ross Bernstein, Mark Breslin, and
a few safety professionals from Enbridge.
Thanks to everyone involved for making our
Safety Days a success!

In January, an officer from the Duluth Police department put on a Situational Awareness and
Active Shooter class. This was not the result of anyone feeling unsafe at work, but rather aligned
with UPI’s value of caring. We care about our employees on and off the job. The officer discussed
tips for staying safe whether at the mall, walking downtown, at home, or at work. Thanks to those
that attended this informative and valuable class.

DEWALT Visits the Fab Shop
In November, two members from the DeWalt research and development (R&D) team visited the
fab shop in order to receive feedback as to how to keep their tools safe, yet more effective and
user friendly. Specifically, they solicited feedback on grinder guards from our pipefitters and
welders. DeWalt also demonstrated some new tools and invited a couple UPI employees to their
R&D facility in Delaware.

Safety Committee
Update
The revised Safety Committee met on
January 31, and now consists of Erik
Schoneberger, Jim Pyrlik, Justin Hultquist,
Rich Olson, Jerry Lueneburg, Mike Villa,
Scott Hepokoski, Shawn Helmer, Scott
Maki, and TJ Lillo. These participants
represent a diverse cross-section of our
organization. The revisions include a
diverse membership, soliciting agenda
topics from the field two weeks prior to
the meeting, and distributing meeting
minutes companywide. During the meeting,
the committee discusses incidents, safety
opportunities with action items, and other
items that are brought forth from leadership
and the field. During the first meeting,
discussed topics were safety opportunities,
winter working conditions, Enbridge’s Cargo
Management Guidelines, and the Duluth
office location Emergency and Protestor
Response Plan. For a copy of the minutes
or to submit a topic to be discussed during
the next Safety Committee meeting, contact
Mike Villa (mike.villa@unitedpiping.us) or
your supervisor.
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PROJECT UPDATES

CMT Crews
By Paul Bertie & Brandon Johnson

The Chicago Region’s crews have been busy assisting BP’s Construction Maintenance Team
(CMT) on a variety of projects. In addition to completing over 80 integrity digs, there have been
a few capital projects.

BP East Fort Madison / Niota
Station Valve Replacements
Mike Elliott and his crew (in 2016) and John
Mitchell and his crew (in 2017) completed the
removal and replacement of six 16” MOVs at a
critical pump station along a BP crude pipeline.
Most of the existing valves were 300# but
were being upgraded to 600#, which required
cutting them out and fabricating new flange
connections. The project presented several
challenges, including an unknown concreteencased duct bank that was encountered
during excavation and an old drain line that
was determined to be in need of a complete
replacement. UPI’s expertise overcame
these challenges and the station is now fully
operational.

BP2 Metering Upgrade –
Whiting Refinery
UPI crews successfully installed a flow meter,
two gate valves, and an access platform near
BP’s crude delivery station at the Whiting
refinery. Mark Thomson oversaw the mechanical
and structural aspects of this project, with Heath
Beckstrom and Bill Jarman’s crews assisting in
the matting and painting. Much like the Niota
Station project, the metering upgrade project
presented its own challenges. When the tank
bottom we were working in was constructed,
it was backfilled with slag from a nearby
foundry. This slag had to be jackhammered
so foundations could be poured for the new
platform steel. With a water table as high
as two feet below grade and slag preventing
a traditional well point system from being
installed, a complex problem was created. The
knowledge and experience of our field staff
allowed us to overcome these challenges and
complete the project SAFELY, and successfully.

Cathodic Protection

By Mike Klugman
Our crews completed a 36” valve installation
for TransCanada last November in Cushing,
Oklahoma. The scope of work was to assist
TransCanada operations in preparing and
executing the plan to install a new valve.
Additionally, we were responsible for painting
the valve, discharging/injecting the product in
and out of the lines, and removing/installing
the valve. The outage was only 48 hours long,
but with the dedication from the crew, we
safely completed the task in a little under
24 hours. I would like to give a big thanks to
the UPI crew traveling all the way to muggy
Oklahoma. The job was a great success due to
Chad Izzard, Glenn Johnson, and their crew.

Fabrication Shop
By AJ Emanuel
The fabrication shop crew recently took on an
art project to enhance the look and feel of our
main conference room. Since coming out with
our Values, Mission, and Vision, it has been a
big push to communicate those with everyone
we work with. The shop helped out by making
three hanging pieces on the wall made with
materials that would directly be used out in the
field. The three pieces made out of 30” pipe
and 150# flanges weighed in at approximately
1200lbs. With some tricks to make them look
rustic, and a steady hand to torch cut out the
lettering, these pieces came out to be the main
attraction of our conference room. Go check
them out if you haven’t yet!
In other news, the shop was busy for a full
week with ten Enbridge PLM welders testing
a new procedure for welding sleeves. Ricky
Scott, Steve Jackson, Pat Deboer, and Dan
Mitchell all tested for Enbridge in-service
welding. Lastly, six 8” smoke eaters were
installed in the shop to increase ventilation.

By Clay Vest
The CP group has been working on putting
together documentation for their work they
completed in the past year. They are bidding
projects and have received a few Work Orders
to begin work this year with Enbridge. The
group is looking forward to another successful
year with continued growth.
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Cushing Valve
Swap Out
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Mainline Relief

Michigan Crews

By Justin Nos

By Joel Bailer

After a few scope changes and (luckily) a
pretty mild winter, the Mainline Relief project
is nearing completion. Nick Oetterer and his
crew are seeing this one home, as we just
wrapped up tying into the last tank for the
relief system. After spending the late fall/early
winter wrapping up all the piping and tubing,
the plans are to put it into operation during the
late spring. At that time, we’ll be back on-site
to assist and take care of our few finishingup items. Thanks to all the people who have
helped make this project a success since the
start in 2014!

Jim Mitchell and his crew completed the Gate 5 punch list of the Griffith Terminal, including
installing erector steps for valve access. The work included a lot of layout and concrete work, as
well as the challenge of installing steps that came in boxes full of loose parts. They also installed
guard rails and bollards throughout the state, as well as fixed drainage problems and installed lift
stations where needed. They did an awesome job.
Dan Berg and his crew have been working on AC Mitigation with Clay Vest and overcoming
challenging work sites and consistently bad weather. They completed about 95% by summer’s end,
and will work on restoration this coming spring.
Mike Isbell and his trusty sidekick Medford Caudill worked on the Stockbridge Terminal, coming in
behind another company to solve some water issues. They did a lot of grading and site restoration,
and did a fantastic job.
Eli Elness came out to Michigan for a short time to work on restoration, hauling thousands of yards
of material into remote locations and tough sites. There are three more sites in the spring, so their
great work will continue to be appreciated.

Line 6A EFRD
Installation

All the guys in Michigan have worked really hard and done well. Thank you!

PLM Crew

By Cory Halberg

By Jim Winklesky

Superintendents Rich Olson and Mark
Thomson, Foreman Jorden Garay, Field
Engineer Carolyn Dodge, and crew mobilized
on 1/23/17. This site has many challenges for
our crew to overcome including high voltage
overhead power, foreign line crossings, low
residential lines and residential work. The crew
has done a great job so far overcoming these
challenges. We are currently on schedule with
the 3/21/17 outage date. This job is scheduled
to wrap up in May.

Manifold M211
By Justin Nos
We wrapped up the 2016 portion of the
M211 project around Thanksgiving with the
completion of winching approx. 500 feet of
36” pipe in an empty bay on the pipe rack that
was constructed as part of STEP 1, led by Chad
Izzard and Rich Oswskey in the field. During this
time, we also installed a shorter section of 36”
piping on the lower pipe rack and made two
road crossings with our piping. When we come
back in the start of summer, we’ll hydrotest
and tie-in our newly-installed piping. Our crews
did a great job with the significant amount of
congested crane work and heavy winching,
as well as with all the hydrovac we had to
do to begin prepping the tie-in locations. I’m
confident we’ll take on the 2017 portion with
an equal stride!
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Pole Line Project
By Erik Schoneberger
At the Pole Line Project all foundations have
been drilled and poured by VEIT, and structures
have started being installed on the East Pole
Line portion. The North/South pole line are
completing foundation install now and will
be wrapped up by the first week of March.
Once the structures have been erected and
conductors strung, MJ Electric will move over
to the North/South side to begin structure
install.
February 2017
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Chris Lillo has been helping Enbridge PLM with excavating and other things when assistance is
needed. They dug up valves and worked with SealWeld to safely seal off the valve body. Then
they replaced small diameter piping for preventative maintenance.
Chris’ crew excavated small sections of pipe for “Inspection Digs” within the Superior Terminal.
These Inspection Digs were done to verify pipe condition in low areas of the Terminal, as
well as tank pad lines where the coating transitions from above to below ground. On these
sites they also replaced older pipe supports with a new style of support called “EZ Line” and
analyzed/recoated the areas under those supports.
It has been great working under Adam Rudebeck and at times side by side with the PLM crew.
The work is appreciated and a great learning experience with the different work situations.
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PEOPLE OF UPI
EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHTS
TJ Lillo

FEATURED VETERAN

Mike Arneson

Scott Miland

Employee Recognition
By Cass Christiansen & Josh Purrenhage

Sue Krenz started with UPI back in May of 2011 and was brought on to assist Connie and
Kathryn with Accounts Payable, but as she remembers it, she spent her first day cleaning out the
refrigerator. Her role and responsibilities have grown exponentially since then, and include, but
are not limited to: expense reports, managing the mail, assisting AP with matching up invoices,
ordering office supplies, making frequent trips to Sam’s Club, ordering and distributing all of our
company-provided FR clothing, dodging all of Bob’s sales calls, washing our UPI linen, cleaning
up after all of us, ordering lunches, keeping track of schedules, answering all main line phone
calls, making coffee and stocking water, organizing many events and birthdays (she remembers
everyone’s birthday, it’s really quite a feat), wrapping the Christmas smoked fish, overseeing the
overflowing donations, deals, raffles, and tickets that are at the front desk, and she may be the
single most helpful person at the office. We know and love Sue for her willingness to assist and
her great sense of humor, and we are proud to have her at the very front of our company. Sue is the
embodiment of our company values, and we are blessed to have her on our team. Thank you, Sue,
for all of your hard work and dedication!

Integrity
has no need
of rules.
- - Albert Camus

SAVE THE DATES
By Ev Boman

By Ev Boman

By Mike Klugman

TJ Lillo is from Hermantown, MN and has a
wife (Kristina) and 2 daughters (Ava-13 and
Alexis-5). He has a website, an iOs app and
an android app that he developed, maintains,
and moderates. He knows 7 programming
languages and also programmed his ‘06 Chevy
to run e85.

Mike Arneson grew up in Stanley, WI where
he met his girlfriend Samantha in 2007 and
moved to Iron River, MI. He has a 9-year-old
son Dredyn and a black lab named Moose, who
travels with him all over the US for work.

Most of us here at UPI know Scott as a hard
working Project Manager, but not all of us may
know that he is currently a Captain for the
US Air Force Reserve in the Civil Engineering
Squadron. Scott served in Active Duty from
May 2009 to December 2014 and spent four
of those years overseas. He then transitioned
to the Reserves based out of Minneapolis
immediately afterward. During his Active
Duty years, he was deployed twice; the first
deployment was to Kyrgyzstan during 20102011, and the second deployment was to
Afghanistan during 2011-2012. The things
Scott appreciates most about serving are the
extensive travel opportunities he received and
the many interactions he had with military from
various countries. We here at UPI would like to
thank you for all your hard work and service to
our country!

TJ has been with UPI for 5 years and spent last
summer running a plural component spray unit in
North Dakota. He is currently helping out in the
office with IT work, is on the SharePoint team
and the Safety Committee and is loving it.
TJ’s plans for the future are to continue
working on his career — he completed NACE
1 and 2 certifications and would like to become
NACE 3 certified, as well as get into some
Cathodic Protection training. A fun fact about
TJ is that he used his hard hat to scoop up cow
poop-filled water to prime a trash pump.
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Mike joined the laborers union in 1995 and
did road work for several years before getting
into pipeline work. He has been on many
mainline projects as a Straw/Laborer, Foreman,
and Pipeline Surveyor. He was hired by Orvie
Haugen in 2011 and has been with UPI on and
off since then.
Mike’s plans for the future are to continue
growing with UPI. A fun fact about Mike is that
he can beat Jordy Nelson’s 4.51 second, 40
yard dash time when he sees a snake. His best
experience with UPI was back in January 2013
working on the River Dig with Dave Halberg,
Orvie Haugen, Scotty Marshall and Chris Miller,
along with many other key members of their
stacked team.

February 2017

True leadership
lies in guiding
others to success.
In ensuring that
everyone is
performing at
their best, doing
the work they are
pledged to do and
doing it well.
- - Bill Owens
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March 6-10
Quarterly Safety Slowdown week. Senior leadership visiting all
field projects.

March 14
Town Hall with Mel at 9 a.m. in Duluth with remote participation.
Please, send in your questions to Meerim.Miland@unitedpiping.us
at any time.

April 10
8-hour HAZWOPER Refresher will be held at the Duluth office.
Max class size is 40, get your names to Lucie ASAP at lucie.steincartford@unitedpiping.us or call/text her at (218) 269-0717 no later
than Friday, March 31, if you want to participate.

April 11-14
OSHA 30 training will be held at the Duluth office. Max class size
is 40, so get your names to Lucie ASAP at lucie.stein-cartford@
unitedpiping.us or call/text her at (218) 269-0717 no later than
Friday, March 31, if you want to participate. Priority goes to foremen
and superintendents who do not already have the certification.
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COMMUNITY

People on the move

UPI Gives Back

Over the past several months there have been position changes in our company. Below is a summary of what the moves are.

By Ashley Stalvig

NOW AT UPI

PREVIOUSLY AT UPI

Bob Schoneberger

Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

President

Mel Olson

President

Vice President – Construction

Cass Christiansen

Vice President – Great Lakes Region

Manager – Project Execution

Josh Purrenhage

Vice President – Operations

Construction Manager

Justin Dittmar

Asset Manager

Project Manager

Brandon Lunde

Regional Manager – Chicago Region

Project Manager

Kevin Hoehn

Purchasing / Field Engineer

Field Engineer

Joel Bailer

Michigan Regional Manager

Superintendent

Clay Vest

Cathodic Protection Division Manager

Cathodic Protection PM

Meerim Miland

Executive Assistant

Safety Administrative Assistant

Brandon Johnson

Project Engineer (Chicago Region)

Intern

Wounded Warrior in Action Foundation
Our 2nd annual fundraising event held at
our employee Christmas Party was another
huge success. This year’s event brought in
over $15,500 for the WWIA which serves
our nation’s combat wounded, Purple Heart
recipients, by providing world-class outdoor
sporting activities. Thanks to all who donated
and participated in the event.
Best Christmas Ever
Over the holiday season, Duluth area APi
Group companies, ASDCO, J Koski Company,
Jamar, United Piping Inc., and Viking Sprinkler,
partnered with a local non-profit organization
called Best Christmas Ever. Together we were
able to bless a local family (who ended up
having ties to our group of companies) with
more than $10,000 worth of gifts. Thanks for
your generous support over the holidays to
make this giving so successful.

Shoot for Fun
The 2017 Shoot for Fun event, which benefits
the Courage Kenny Rehabilitation Institute
is off to a great start. This year we’ve taken
a bigger role in the event and the presenting
sponsors are APi Group, J. Koski Company,
Jamar, and United Piping. Ashley Stalvig is the
event committee chair and Kathryn Cooley is on
the event committee as well. Learn more about
the great services this organization provides
our community here. Video link: https://youtu.
be/4hCFy-SWfgU

JoAnn’s Shoot for Fun team

Pro-bono Shop Work for Duluth Depot
The Depot in Duluth, MN contacted us in
December about Hydro Testing some tanks for
a locomotive they are working on to restore.
Our shop Hydro Tested the two tanks according
to the federal regulations for locomotives. They
also sandblasted and painted the tanks. We did
this free of charge for the Depot to help them
in their restoration efforts. We are excited to
be invited for a ride on the locomotive once it’s
been completed and to see the final product.

Memorial Blood Centers Blood Drive
February marked our first quarterly blood drive
of 2017. During this effort, 21 donors were able
to donate blood, and through their giving we
were able to reach up to 63 patients in local
hospitals. Thank you to all who participated.

New at UPI – Paul Bertie

One of the
sincerest forms
of respect is
actually listening
to what another
has to say.
- - Bryant H. McGill
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Paul came from an engineering consulting company for the Oil & Gas industry, UniversalPegasus
International. He was there for 6 ½ years working on projects primarily for BP, but also for others
such as Enbridge, Buckeye, and Nicor Gas as a Project Manager. Paul oversaw Facility Inspection
projects, Facility Improvement projects, Third Party Encroachment projects, as well as a variety of
gas distribution projects (HDPE and steel pipe).

Other recent support:

Prior to working in the Oil & Gas industry, he worked for 10+ years in Land Development. He
managed the entitlements, permitting, and site design of several large big box retail developments
in Michigan and Illinois. Paul graduated from Michigan Tech with a degree in Civil Engineering
and is also a licensed Professional Engineer in several states.
While managing projects for BP, he repeatedly heard good things about UPI. Through some UPI
folks he knew from Michigan Tech, he was put in touch with Brandon Lunde (UPI Project
Manager at the time) and began finding out more about what UPI was doing in the Chicago
Region. The more he learned about UPI culture, the more he was drawn to the opportunity to work
with them. Now Paul is part of the family: “It has been a wonderful, challenging, and fulfilling
experience so far!”
February 2017

Josh and Nate deliver gifts to BCE Family
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Northland k-9 Foundation
Lake Superior Ice Festival
ALS Black Woods Blizzard Tour
UPI Employee Medical Bill Fundraiser
Help Baby Haley Heal Campaign
Vermillion Community College Baseball
UMD Clean Snowmobile Team
Morton County Heroes Fund
Arrowhead Chorale
Woodland Hockey Association
Toys for Tots
Morton County Heroes
Bob Roger Bike Drive

Pat and Joel Hydro Testing locomotive air tanks
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Stay Connected with UPI & Piping Hot News!
Submit Your Ideas

Piping Hot News is also an e-newsletter. To sign up go to: http://bit.ly/1zMLgE8 or you can text
UPINEWS to 22828.

We want to hear from you about what
you would like to see us cover, highlight,
and feature in our upcoming issues.
Suggestions, ideas, stories, and photos
can be submitted to ashley.stalvig@
unitedpiping.us

To scan the codes below, download a QR Code Scanner on your smart phone or tablet. Then use
the app to scan the code with your camera. It will bring you to the website or program linked to
the scanned code. Check them all out!

FACEBOOK

LINKEDIN

UPI WEBSITE

eNEWSLETTER

NOTICES:

UPI Employee Discounts
MARINE GENERAL
With proof of employment (recent check
stub), receive a 30% discount on FR
Carhartt clothing and outerwear. Valid at
Duluth, MN store only.
RED WING BOOTS
With proof of employment (recent check
stub), receive a 15% discount on Red Wing
brand boots, and a 10% discount on Irish
Setter boots. Valid at Duluth, MN store
only.
STEEL-TOE-SHOES.COM

When your values are clear to you,
making decisions becomes easier.
- - Roy E. Disney

10% off order total at http://www.steeltoe-shoes.com. Select your items to order
and at checkout enter code: DISCOUNT in
the coupon box & click redeem coupon. Or
order by phone at 1-866-737-7775.
4510 AIRPORT ROAD, DULUTH, MN 55811
DAYS INN AT MILLER HILL MALL

WWW.UNITEDPIPING.US

Single or Double Queen Room
Any day of the week: $65 (plus tax)
Through May 31, 2017
To book, call Darren W.
218-727-3110
Only 5 minutes from UPI.

P: 218-727-7676
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NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS:
E: ashley.stalvig@unitedpiping.us
P: 218-461-3615 (OFFICE)
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